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This is an updated report 
 
 
OPORD Analytical recently released a report about an Internet poster that claimed to be 
responsible for the death of Laci Peterson. The Internet poster used the handle “IKLP”, 
which is an acronym for “I Killed Laci Peterson”. This individual posted on an Internet 
forum located at the Internet website “FratPack.com”. IKLP’s Internet posts about the 
Peterson case began on March 22, 2005, and continued until August 6, 2006. The forum 
at FratPack.com where IKLP made his lengthy submissions is no longer available via the 
Internet; however, IKLP’s Internet posts were copied and saved for future reference by 
investigators investigating the Scott Peterson case. 
 
Within two of IKLP’s many submissions to the FratPack.com Internet forums were two 
codes. I call these codes the IKLP Long Code and the IKLP Short Code. When OPORD 
Analytical released its first IKLP report, it was based on work conducted by OPORD on 
the IKLP Long Code. Later, OPORD Analytical was given a copy of the IKLP Short 
Code submission, and when that was solved, it put the entire two-part code in a different 
perspective, and that information is included in this report. 
 
Underlying this investigation is the primary question: What were IKLP’s intentions? Was 
this Internet poster a prank, or was the codes that he submitted real and part of a larger 
conspiracy “after the fact” in regards to the Scott Peterson case? Is IKLP a serial killer, or 
someone that cleverly encoded information to taunt investigators of the Peterson case? 
 
Regardless, all such information should be checked out anyway. Since the codes 
appeared on the Internet, many groups and individuals have tried to solve them and figure 
out their meaning. When the codes could not be solved, a movement appeared to try and 
discredit the codes and say they were, in fact, illegitimate. This is not unusual and has 
occurred with other cases, including the Zodiac Killer case. 
 
Just over three years after IKLP posted his Internet codes which he claimed would 
resolve the Laci Peterson case, the IKLP Long Code was brought to my attention by a 
very brilliant crime investigator with the handle TheForeigner that assists OPORD 
Analytical with case investigations such as this one. At that time we had been following 
news reports of a possible group of serial killers known as the “Smiley Face” killers. The 
IKLP Short Code was introduced to OPORD after the IKLP Long Code was solved. 
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Over the period of months that I have had the opportunity to work with the IKLP codes, 
some questions come to mind. 
 
1) Why author such a code if the person claiming to author it didn't kill Laci Peterson? 
 
The combined code solutions that follow in this report give an exact address and 
telephone number. Exact. IKLP said that it would lead to his "humble la bode" and to 
give him a call if anyone was smart enough to figure it out. So it stands to reason then 
that IKLP wants investigators to look at this address and telephone number, even if IKLP 



isn't there. I considered that. But why go to all the trouble to create such a code if IKLP 
won't be there? Why bother writing such a unique piece of work just to lead investigators 
there? Why not just call in the tip to law enforcement? 
 
That doesn’t make sense, unless there is some other motive. 
 
2) Given the complexity of the code and how it entwines together for its final solution, a 
person would have to be insanely bored with nothing better to do for a very long period 
of time to think, develop, construct and then deliver the code along with IKLP's lengthy 
diatribes. The written sentences that IKLP uses must have taken a very long time by 
themselves to produce and are very clever. Why do that just to lead investigators to a 
certain address and telephone number? 
 
If this code is a prank, it is the most sophisticated one yet that I have seen to date. Absent 
verification if it is a prank, I am thinking the code should be taken very seriously until it 
is proven to be a prank. 
 
3) Could someone well-read about the Peterson case write the code? 
 
Absolutely. The details used in the code mirror the Peterson case very well. However, it 
also alludes to the killer himself, so again, why create a code that alludes to the 
sociopathology of the killer? It is one thing to have an idea about a case and then submit 
that information to law enforcement. It is quite another to claim responsibility for a 
murder, a very high profile murder, and also include details that will cause the 
investigator to believe that the author of the code is saying that they are a serial killer too. 
 
Make no mistake; the solutions to the IKLP Long Code and IKLP Short Code do just 
that. 
 
It is important to reemphasize that OPORD looked at the IKLP Long Code because we 
were interested in news reports about a possible gang of murderers that was killing young 
college men across the United States. What triggered our involvement was the binary 
solution of the IKLP Long Code itself. That solution is presented in detail in the 
following pages of this report. However, it is important for the reader to understand that 
binary language can be used to create computer programs, as well as have other 
meanings. When I use the word “translated” while referring to binary, I am talking about 
the process of conversion of binary strings to “text”. 
 
For an in-depth review of how binary works, I refer the reader to the following resources: 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_numeral_system
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When I cracked the IKLP Long Code and the solution was revealed, I initially thought 
that it was a prank, which such Internet codes usually are. However, recently law 
enforcement entities across the country have been tracking a series of murders involving 
a group called the “Smiley Face Killers”, because the group leaves behind smiley face 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binary_numeral_system
http://news.google.com/news?hl=en&tab=wn&ned=us&q=Smiley+Face+Killers&btnG=Search+News


artwork where victims’ bodies are found. Since the binary solutions that I detected 
appeared at first to be a “smiley face”, again that was the trigger for OPORD’s 
involvement in the case. Little did I know at the time that when I solved the IKLP Short 
Code that I realized this case had nothing to do with the Smiley Face Killers theory, and 
everything to do with the Laci Peterson murder investigation. 
 
 

The IKLP Short Code 
 

* This code was first published by IKLP to the Internet on Monday, September 10, 2005 
 

 
28527-8240-791-94-7 
 

The IKLP Long Code 
 

* This code was first published by IKLP to the Internet on Sunday, October 30, 2005 
 
 

2334-342-23-4-5456-824-00-6-19054334-06-3-454-334445-9943- 
99834511-94345=9953=986-555-666-9495-945422-07862- 
993233-=348842-865-999-=666-922166-49-45495-0096- 
3459-=99643+852343-9945-09923+=499388*4939/0045-29454-2- 
09-003400-9345-+1195=44521-9835=99521=99544-594399094- 
99543295+99659=992344-9399339-672395-99334=9604=168- 
237=593-9634-678-1607-23456-4345=2005 
 
 
The two codes listed above are the codes that IKLP submitted to the FratPack.com 
Internet forum between March 22, 2005 and August 6, 2006. IKLP submitted these codes 
to the Internet forum with many rhyming posts that not only claimed to explain how Laci 
Peterson died, but that IKLP himself was responsible for her death. 
 
Below is the solution to the IKLP Long Code.   
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IKLP’s long code has one sequence at the very beginning which is uniform. That 
sequence is: 
 
2334-342-23-4 
 
The base of 2334 is moved one variable to the left by the author to create the full string: 
 
2334 
342 
23 
4 
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Since the base of four variables of 2334 was used to create the first string down to its 
lowest common variable, I applied this theory for the entire length of the code for the first 
pass, ignoring the signs that IKLP inserted into the code. The reason that I ignored the 
signs is that if you use the signs you begin to deal with negative numbers and I suspected 
that IKLP wasn’t venturing into that particular math universe. 
 
So to the layman, I took IKLP’s long code as follows: 
 
2334-342-23-4-5456-824-00-6-19054334-06-3-454-334445-9943- 
99834511-94345=9953=986-555-666-9495-945422-07862- 
993233-=348842-865-999-=666-922166-49-45495-0096- 
3459-=99643+852343-9945-09923+=499388*4939/0045-29454-2- 
09-003400-9345-+1195=44521-9835=99521=99544-594399094- 
99543295+99659=992344-9399339-672395-99334=9604=168- 
237=593-9634-678-1607-23456-4345=2005 
 
I then removed the code key: 
 
2334-342-23-4 
 
This left me with: 
 
5456-824-00-6-19054334-06-3-454-334445-9943- 
99834511-94345=9953=986-555-666-9495-945422-07862- 
993233-=348842-865-999-=666-922166-49-45495-0096- 
3459-=99643+852343-9945-09923+=499388*4939/0045-29454-2- 
09-003400-9345-+1195=44521-9835=99521=99544-594399094- 
99543295+99659=992344-9399339-672395-99334=9604=168- 
237=593-9634-678-1607-23456-4345=2005 
 
I then removed the signs which I believe were inserted as stenography to muddy the 
mathematical waters. This gave me just the numbers IKLP worked with: 
 
5456824006190543340634543344459943 
99834511943459953986555666949594542207862 
99323334884286599966692216649454950096 
34599964385234399450992349938849390045294542 
09003400934511954452198359952199544594399094 
99543295996599923449399339672395993349604168 
237593963467816072345643452005 
 
Now, since the base equation that IKLP uses in his code string is “2334” which he takes 
out to 10 variable places, I considered that the full code followed the same format. So I 
then broke the code down into 4 variable clusters as follows, making sure to keep 
absolute integrity over the code. This provided me with 69 code clusters to work with that 
IKLP used to create the code. 



 
5456|8240|0619|0543|3406|3454|3344|4599|4399| 
8345|1194|3459|9539|8655|5666|9495|9454|2207| 
8629|9323|3348|8428|6599|9666|9221|6649|4549| 
5009|6345|9996|4385|2343|9945|0992|3499|3884| 
9390|0452|9454|2090|0340|0934|5119|5445|2198| 
3599|5219|9544|5943|9909|4995|4329|5996|5999| 
2344|9399|3396|7239|5993|3496|0416|8237|5939| 
6346|7816|0723|4564|3452|005 
 
When finished with this process, this left me with a final three variable sequence of 
“005”, which was a line identifier for the code that I will explain further down. Now, this 
method allowed me to compose the following 69 code strings which I then subtracted the 
base equation of 2334-342-23-4 from that IKLP gave us: 
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1. 
 
5456-565-55-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2122-223-32-2 
 
2. 
 
8240-408-84-10 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
5906-066-60-6 
 
3. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0619-190-01-9 
----------------- 
1715-152-21-5 
 
4. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0543-430-04-3 
----------------- 
1790-912-19-1 
 
5. 
 
3406-063-30-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1071-721-07-2 
 
6. 
 
3454-543-35-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1120-201-12-0 
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7. 
 
3344-443-34-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1010-101-11-0 
 
8. 
 
4599-994-49-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2265-652-26-5 
 
9. 
 
4399-994-49-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2065-652-26-5 
 
10. 
 
8345-458-84-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
6011-116-61-1 
 
11. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
1194-941-19-4 
----------------- 
1139-401-04-0 
 
12. 
 
3459-593-35-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1125-251-12-5 
 
13. 
 
9539-399-93-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7205-057-70-5 
 
14. 
 
8655-558-85-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
6321-216-62-1 
 
15. 
 
5666-665-56-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
3332-323-33-2 
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16. 
 
9495-959-99-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7161-617-76-1 
 
17. 
 
9454-549-95-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7120-207-72-0 
 
18. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
2207-072-20-7 
----------------- 
0127-270-02-7 
 
19. 
 
8629-298-82-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
6294-956-59-5 
 
20. 
 
9323-239-92-3 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
6988-897-68-9 
 
21. 
 
3348-483-34-8 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1014-141-11-4 
 
22. 
 
8428-288-82-8 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
6093-946-59-4 
 
23. 
 
6599-996-69-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
4265-654-46-5 
 
24. 
 
9666-669-96-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7332-327-73-2 



25. 
 
9221-219-92-1 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
6886-877-68-7 
 
26. 
 
6649-496-64-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
4315-154-41-5 
 
27. 
 
4549-494-44-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2215-152-21-5 
 
28. 
 
5009-095-50-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2674-753-27-5 
 
29. 
 
6345-456-64-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
4011-114-41-1 
 
30. 
 
9996-969-99-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7662-627-76-2 
 
31. 
 
4385-854-48-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2051-512-25-1 
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32. 
 
2343-432-24-3 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
0009-090-00-9 
 
33. 
 
9945-459-94-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7611-117-71-1 
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34. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0992-920-09-2 
----------------- 
1341-422-14-2 
 
35. 
 
3499-993-39-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1165-651-16-5 
 
36. 
 
3884-843-38-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1550-501-15-0 
 
37. 
 
9390-909-99-0 
2324-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7056-567-75-6 
 
38. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0452-520-05-2 
----------------- 
1881-822-18-2 
 
39. 
 
9454-549-95-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7120-207-72-0 
 
40. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
2090-902-29-0 
----------------- 
0243-439-94-4 
 
41. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0340-400-04-0 
----------------- 
1993-942-19-4 
 
42. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0934-340-03-4 
----------------- 
1400-002-20-0 



43. 
 
5119-195-51-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2784-853-28-5 
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44. 
 
5445-455-54-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
3111-113-31-1 
 
45. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
2198-982-29-8 
----------------- 
0135-359-93-6 
 
46. 
 
3599-993-39-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1265-651-16-5 
 
47. 
 
5219-195-51-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2884-853-28-5 
 
48. 
 
9554-449-94-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7210-107-71-0 
 
49. 
 
5943-435-54-3 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
3609-093-30-9 
 
50. 
 
9909-099-90-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7574-757-67-5 
 
51. 
 
4995-954-49-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2661-612-26-1 



52. 
 
4329-294-42-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1994-952-19-5 
 
53. 
 
5996-965-59-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
3662-623-36-2 
 
54. 
 
5999-995-59-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
3665-653-36-5 
 
55. 
 
2344-442-24-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
0010-100-01-0 
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56. 
 
9399-999-99-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
7055-657-76-5 
 
57. 
 
3396-963-39-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1062-621-16-2 
 
58. 
 
7239-397-73-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
4905-055-50-5 
 
59. 
 
5993-935-59-3 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
3659-593-35-9 
 
60. 
 
3496-963-39-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1162-621-16-2 
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61. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0416-160-01-6 
----------------- 
1818-182-21-8 
 
62. 
 
8237-378-83-7 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
5903-036-60-3 
 
63. 
 
5939-395-53-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
3605-053-30-5 
 
64. 
 
6346-466-64-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
4012-124-41-2 
 
65. 
 
7816-167-71-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
5481-825-48-2 
 
66. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0723-230-02-3 
----------------- 
1611-112-21-1 
 
67. 
 
4564-644-46-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2230-302-23-0 
 
68. 
 
3452-523-35-2 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1118-181-11-8 
 
69. 
 
005-50-0 
[005500] 
 



If you don’t see how I derived the 69 strings using IKLP’s code, this is how it is done. 
First, we will look at IKLP’s code again: 
 
5456|8240|0619|0543|3406|3454|3344|4599|4399| 
8345|1194|3459|9539|8655|5666|9495|9454|2207| 
8629|9323|3348|8428|6599|9666|9221|6649|4549| 
5009|6345|9996|4385|2343|9945|0992|3499|3884| 
9390|0452|9454|2090|0340|0934|5119|5445|2198| 
3599|5219|9544|5943|9909|4995|4329|5996|5999| 
2344|9399|3396|7239|5993|3496|0416|8237|5939| 
6346|7816|0723|4564|3452|005 
 
The first four variable cluster is “5456”. Using the same format that IKLP used to derive 
his “2334” key, we get: 
 
5456-565-55-6 
 
What we have done is move one variable position to the left for each four variable 
cluster. This gives us ten variables total per string, mirroring IKLP’s very first ten 
variable string format that he gave us as the key in his code. 
 
Now, the last sequence in IKLP’s code is the 3 variable cluster “005”. Working that out 
gave me the solution: 
 
005-50-0 = 005500 
 
This was a clue that IKLP gave us to look for the binary solutions in the code. Only two 
binary solutions were present in the 69 code strings. Proceeding to the 55th string in the 
full code solution gives: 
 
0010-100-01-0 
 
Notice how the 55th code sequence is a binary string. When you translate the binary 
value for this string to text, you get an open parentheses with a square  . 
 
Now, in the remaining solved code strings, the only other binary solution that appears is 
from line “7”. The line 7 solution is: 
 
1010-101-11-0 
 
When that binary is translated you get a “<” sign. 
 
When you combine the images for the final code solutions in binary that IKLP provides 
us, you get the following image: 
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So in summary of this first evidence cluster, line 7 and line 55 of IKLP’s code gave us: 
 
Line 7: 1010-101-11-0 
Line 55: 0010-100-01-0 
 

 
 
As OPORD began reviewing the Laci Peterson murder case, this included topography 
analysis of where Laci Peterson’s body and Connor Peterson’s body were found. To put 
this in the best perspective for the reader, we must look at a satellite image: 
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The red dot closest to the top of the satellite image is where Connor’s body was found. 
The red dot to the southeast is where Laci’s body was found. Just to the southeast again 
from where the bodies were found is an area known as “Cesar Chavez Park”. Within this 



park is a monument of a solar clock, built in memory of Cesar Chavez. To put this in 
perspective, we will use topography again. 
 

 
 
This is an overview using satellite imagery of Cesar Chavez Park and the Berkeley 
Marina which is located just south of the park. Let’s zoom in to Cesar Chavez Park to 
take a closer look. 
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Let’s zoom in even closer, now that we have our bearings. 
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This is the solar clock built at Cesar Chavez Park, just southeast of where Laci and 
Connor’s bodies were found. The images below are a comparison to the solution that 
IKLP gave us using binary to text translation. It is a mirror image of the solar clock. 
 
 

  
  
Now, before the new solar clock monument was finished in Cesar Chavez Park, an older 
version stood in its place. This is an image of the older version, with the center stone. 
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So IKLP’s Long Code solution, when translated into text gives us an image of the solar 
clock in Cesar Chavez Park. It’s important to recognize that a new monument was 
constructed over the first, so this image during the timeframe that IKLP constructed his 
code is the accurate image of the site. 
 
In the center of the image is a lode stone with the word “determination” on it. The word 
“determination” is used at Cesar Chavez memorials because it one of four ideals that 
Chavez stood for. 
 
Now, referring to IKLP’s Long Code binary to text translation again we get: 
 

   
 
 

It is clear from the solar clock reference that IKLP was referring to that the code author 
wanted us to identify the keyword DETERMINATION, referenced by the square image 
in the binary to text translation. 
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Now, the next step requires referring back to the solutions of the IKLP Long Code again. 



Line 7: 1010-101-11-0 
Line 55: 0010-100-01-0 
 
Out of 69 lines of code that IKLP encoded his message with, line 7 and line 55 were the 
only two lines of binary. The next step requires using the line clues themselves and the 
lodestone with the keyword DETERMINATION. 
 
D E T E R M I N A T I O N 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 
40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 
53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 
 
In the keyword DETERMINATION, the 7th letter is “I” and the 55th letter in the sequence 
is a “T”. 
 
The solution for the [7,55] sequencing clue is: 
 

IT 
 

In the English language, the word “it” is very ambiguous. The word “it” can be used to 
describe any person, place, thing or idea. But a serial killer would find importance in the 
word when relating it to something else, a book. The serial killer could use the word “it” 
as a title to a book if they were trying to describe themselves. 
 
Stephen King wrote a very popular horror novel called “IT”. The book was about a serial 
killer “clown” who was called “Pennywise”. Pennywise’s real name in the book was 
known as Robert “Bob” Gray. 
 

  
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/It_%28novel%29#It
 
In American history, a real serial killer that was executed for his crimes was famously 
rendered for luring in young boys to kill them by dressing up as a clown. 
 
His name was John Wayne Gacy, also known as “The Killer Clown”. 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Wayne_Gacy
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Now the binary to text translations do not take into account the binary meanings when 
applied to street address. The binary solution for line 7 of the IKLP Long Code was: 
 
Line 7: 1010-101-11-0 
 
OPORD believes that IKLP is referring to a street address and floor number with the 
binary solution on line 7 of the IKLP Long Code. That address is: 
 
 

 
 

1010 10th Street, Modesto CA 95354 
 
 
To see what I am talking about, we use IKLP’s line 7 binary solution and then remove the 
hyphens: 
 
1010101110 
 
Then applying the Modesto address gives: 
 
1010 10th Street 
 
1010 10 [1110 unused] 
 
OPORD believes that the remaining [1110] variables mean a floor in the building. The 
third floor specifically. 
 
So the binary string for the line 7 solution in the IKLP Long Code completed is: 
 
1010 10th Street, Third Floor, Modesto CA 95354 
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The final clue in the IKLP Long Code that was considered by OPORD was the total 
number of lines of the code. The total number of code lines in the IKLP Long Code was 
69. 
 
There are 88 constellations, and the 69th constellation is “Pisces”. Now Pisces is also a 
Zodiac sign, so OPORD believes that this is a clue as to IKLP’s identity—69 lines of 
code in the IKLP Long Code = 69th constellation, Pisces. 
 
Information about the constellation Pisces: 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pisces_%28constellation%29
 
Information about the Zodiac sign Pisces: 
 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pisces_%28astrology%29
 
 
 

The IKLP Short Code 
 

* This code was first published by IKLP to the Internet on Monday, September 10, 2005 
 

 
28527-8240-791-94-7 
 
Short codes are very difficult to crack by code breakers because there are very few 
variables to work with. But as I studied the Laci Peterson case I began to think about how 
the author of the code used clues in his writings on the Internet to crack this code. 
 
The first 5 digits of the IKLP Short Code are: 28527 
 
Now, going back to the solutions for the IKLP Long Code with the “determination” 
solution of “IT”, I concluded that the code’s author was referring to the serial killer John 
Wayne Gacy. 
 
John Wayne Gacy’s prisoner number was “26526”. When I subtracted that from the first 
5 variables of the IKLP Short Code it gave me: 
 
28527 
26526 
2,001 
 
Now, the 2,001 solution was a major clue in the IKLP Short Code to mean another 
address we came to know from the IKLP Long Code: 
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pisces_%28constellation%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pisces_%28astrology%29


Suite 2100 (the “001” mirrored as IKLP hinted in his written forum clues). This is a third 
floor suite in the 1010 10th facility. The combined address solution using the IKLP Short 
Code with the IKLP Long Code is: 
 
City Finance and Customer Service 
1010 Tenth Street, Third Floor, Suite 2100 
Modesto, California, 95354 
 
The “2001” clue from the IKLP Short Code may also refer to the movie “2001 A Space 
Odyssey”. I add that comment now as a possible motive for the code and the potential 
that if the author of the code, did, in fact, kill Laci Peterson, that would be the motive. I 
will explain in more detail after I finish explaining the IKLP Short Code solutions. 
 
Once the John Wayne Gacy prisoner number subtracted from the first 5 digits of the 
IKLP Short Code were used, the remaining code is: 
 
8240-791-94-7 
 
Now, I concluded that since these variables were in relative order of one another in terms 
of total sum, I subtracted them. 
 
8240 
#791 
##94 
###7 
 7348 
 
Now, we will subtract the suite number for the third floor address from 7348 because of 
the remaining 2,001. 
 
7348 
2001 
5248 
 
Now the telephone number of the third floor office that IKLP refers to at the 1010 10th 
street address is 5369 (last four digits). Using the solution of the IKLP short code with 
that telephone number, we derive: 
 
5369 
5248 
10|1|10|1 
 
To see how that answer is derived, you add the first column and then subtract the second 
column. Then you add the third column and subtract the final column. 
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5 + 5 = 10 



3 – 2 = 1 
6 + 4 = 10 
9 – 8 = 1 
 
101101 = IKLP’s coded intellectual signature to prove authorship. 
 
This gives: 
 
City Finance and Customer Service 
1010 Tenth Street, Third Floor, Suite 2100 
Modesto, California, 95354 
Tel# 5369 
 
It is absolutely clear that IKLP was targeting this particular building and floor using both 
the solutions of the IKLP Short Code and the IKLP Long Code. OPORD is of the opinion 
that there may be motive for this related to the identity of the code’s author and the life 
circumstances of the code’s author. 
 
IKLP wrote Internet postings giving clues about animals guarding the gates of a zoo, as 
well as the solar clock in Cesar Chavez Park. Then IKLP gave clues to the address of the 
facility in Modesto, the Plaza. In front of the plaza artwork was placed there: 
 

 
 

This artwork was created by Barbara McCarren and Jud Fine. Incredibly, these artists 
also constructed a solar clock in a park, Cesar Chavez Park in Long Beach, California. 
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When IKLP talked about the animals guarding the gates of a zoo, he was referring to yet 
another set of works by these artists: 
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These works were produced for the San Francisco Zoo. So what was IKLP’s fascination 
with art and sculptures? Was it merely to point out the Modesto plaza address by 
connecting the sculptures to their other work? Quite possibly. You see, the IKLP codes 
were very difficult to solve. IKLP was giving many clues about the solutions to the 
codes, physical locations that could still be detected absent solving the codes themselves. 
The codes were very complex and required studying the Laci Peterson case to solve 
them. So pondering these questions, I took a look at the codes again to see if there was 
any more information to be gleaned from them. I mean, IKLP was very boisterous on the 



Internet with his claims that he killed Laci Peterson. So I thought, was it possible that I 
missed another clue? I brought the IKLP Long Code back into focus because there was 
something about it that made me feel like it wasn’t complete, whereas IKLP and his 
Internet postings were precise, and his coded solutions detected up until this point were 
very precise as well, to include binary to text translations which was very unusual. 
 
So I brought out the IKLP Long Code again and took another look: 
 
2334-342-23-4-5456-824-00-6-19054334-06-3-454-334445-9943- 
99834511-94345=9953=986-555-666-9495-945422-07862- 
993233-=348842-865-999-=666-922166-49-45495-0096- 
3459-=99643+852343-9945-09923+=499388*4939/0045-29454-2- 
09-003400-9345-+1195=44521-9835=99521=99544-594399094- 
99543295+99659=992344-9399339-672395-99334=9604=168- 
237=593-9634-678-1607-23456-4345=2005 
 
I removed the stenography again and this left me with sets of four variables with three 
variables remaining at the end: 
 
5456|8240|0619|0543|3406|3454|3344|4599|4399| 
8345|1194|3459|9539|8655|5666|9495|9454|2207| 
8629|9323|3348|8428|6599|9666|9221|6649|4549| 
5009|6345|9996|4385|2343|9945|0992|3499|3884| 
9390|0452|9454|2090|0340|0934|5119|5445|2198| 
3599|5219|9544|5943|9909|4995|4329|5996|5999| 
2344|9399|3396|7239|5993|3496|0416|8237|5939| 
6346|7816|0723|4564|3452|005 
 
The “005” at the end of the code sequence didn’t feel right. It seemed like the code was 
incomplete, like a piece of it were missing. Now what if the author of the code left a 
piece of the code out, to prove that he authored it? That is pretty interesting, but thin 
since I had no way of knowing what the last piece consisted of. It was just an idea that I 
had. Rather than get bogged down by it, I continued to research the case. 
 
I used satellite imagery to expand the search parameters of the Laci and Connor Peterson 
recovery sites to see if there were any other unusual landmarks or clues that IKLP would 
give us as to his identity. Then I read a news account of the Peterson defense team 
visiting an area of the Bay known as “Albany Bulb”, due to a potential satanic connection 
to the case. 
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Albany Bulb was at one time a garbage dump for the Bay area. When the dump was 
closed, a group of homeless people moved in. The homeless created a virtual “no man’s 
land” out of the area, constructing art projects in open view using the trash at the dump as 
their instruments of crafting. Some of the art that can be found at Albany Bulb is pretty 
sophisticated, given the lack of resources of the “artists”. Albany Bulb is also located 



very close to where Laci Peterson and Connor Peterson’s remains were found. To put this 
in perspective for the reader, let’s look at the area using a satellite image. 
 

 
 

Albany has many interesting and fascinating works of art: 
 
http://images.google.com/images?um=1&hl=en&q=albany+bulb&btnG=Search+Images
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….this is one such work that can be found all over the area. 
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Now, the group of homeless people that used to live at the Albany Bulb had an informal 
chain of command. The so-called leader of the band of homeless people on the bulb was 
known as Robert “Rabbit” Berringer.  
 
Robert Berringer created a documentary about life on the Albany Bulb called “Bum’s 
Paradise”. The documentary was shown in theatres across the country as an independent 
film. The website for the film can be found here: 
 
http://www.bumsparadise.com/
 
While perusing this site, I came across an image of Robert Berringer that appeared to be 
taken by studio editing film. I say that because the film, track numbers were still on the 
image. The numbers are what are important, so I enhanced the image to zoom in to see 
what the numbers were. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

The sequence numbers are “00561322”. I thought about those numbers and where I saw 
them before in relation to the case, and then it dawned on me that the IKLP Long Code 
ended with a 3 digit sequence of “005”! 
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I then brought back the IKLP Long Code, and inserted the new numbers into the code 
string. 

http://www.bumsparadise.com/


5456|8240|0619|0543|3406|3454|3344|4599|4399| 
8345|1194|3459|9539|8655|5666|9495|9454|2207| 
8629|9323|3348|8428|6599|9666|9221|6649|4549| 
5009|6345|9996|4385|2343|9945|0992|3499|3884| 
9390|0452|9454|2090|0340|0934|5119|5445|2198| 
3599|5219|9544|5943|9909|4995|4329|5996|5999| 
2344|9399|3396|7239|5993|3496|0416|8237|5939| 
6346|7816|0723|4564|3452|005 
####|####|####|####|####|0056|1322|  
 
This gave me: 
 
5456|8240|0619|0543|3406|3454|3344|4599|4399| 
8345|1194|3459|9539|8655|5666|9495|9454|2207| 
8629|9323|3348|8428|6599|9666|9221|6649|4549| 
5009|6345|9996|4385|2343|9945|0992|3499|3884| 
9390|0452|9454|2090|0340|0934|5119|5445|2198| 
3599|5219|9544|5943|9909|4995|4329|5996|5999| 
2344|9399|3396|7239|5993|3496|0416|8237|5939| 
6346|7816|0723|4564|3452|0056|1322| 
 
Using this clue, the code strings were now complete 4 digit sequences. I then took 
IKLP’s crypto key and applied it to the new 4 digit sequences once I arranged the 
variables in the method IKLP’s code key was produced. This gave me: 
 
0056-560-05-6 
 
1322-221-12-2 
 
Now applying the key and subtracting: 
 
(69) 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0056-560-05-6 
2277-782-17-8 
 
And the last sequence: 
 
(70) 
 
2334-342-23-4 
1322-221-12-2 
1012-121-11-2 
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Now, the original IKLP Long Code was 69 coded sequences. The addition of one more 
sequences would make the coded sequences 70 strings (one new and one complete). I 
marked them and added them to the original code. 
 
What is incredible about this information is that this means that either Robert Berringer is 
IKLP, or someone was extremely sophisticated to create a code to make Berringer appear 
to be IKLP. 
 
Now the homeless folks that were located at Albany Bulb had their share of conflict with 
local government. For years local government has repeatedly attempted to evict them 
from the bulb permanently. The homeless camps located at the bulb were destroyed by 
bulldozers on more than one occasion. It is not unreasonable then for the homeless 
population at the Albany Bulb to become upset by what happened to them and the lives 
they were attempting to lead while living on the bulb itself. 
 
Is that the motive, the ongoing battle with local government over the Albany Bulb? 
Wouldn’t that create a “space odyssey” (the 2001 clue)? Did a homeless person living on 
the Albany Bulb murder Laci Peterson and Connor Peterson, as IKLP’s Internet posts 
claim? Were IKLP’s coded references to the Modesto Plaza which houses the Modesto 
government a message of motive? Is IKLP Robert “Rabbit” Berringer? IKLP said that he 
had “film” that proved Laci Peterson did not die alone. 

 
The IKLP Code Missing Numeral Aspect 

 
When studying the IKLP Long Code, I detected another binary aspect in which the author 
of the code used variables from each line entry of the 70 code lines to create another 
puzzle to be solved. 
 
To explain this, I will take the first ten code line entries as an example and then provide 
my conclusion: 
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1. 
 
5456-565-55-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2122-223-32-2 
 
2. 
 
8240-408-84-10 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
5906-066-60-6 
 
3. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0619-190-01-9 
----------------- 
1715-152-21-5 
 



4. 
 
2334-342-23-4 
0543-430-04-3 
----------------- 
1790-912-19-1 
 
5. 
 
3406-063-30-6 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1071-721-07-2 
 
6. 
 
3454-543-35-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1120-201-12-0 
 
7. 
 
3344-443-34-4 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
1010-101-11-0 
 
8. 
 
4599-994-49-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2265-652-26-5 
 
9. 
 
4399-994-49-9 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
2065-652-26-5 
 
10. 
 
8345-458-84-5 
2334-342-23-4 
----------------- 
6011-116-61-1 
 
 
 
What I did was take each solution line and determine which variables did not repeat, the 
variables that did not “mirror” each other. On code line 4, for example, the variables 7 
and 0 were not mirrored. On code line 9 the variable 0 was not mirrored. On code line 10, 
again the variable 0 was not mirrored. 
 
When doing this for the entire length of the code, the following table was created using 
only those lines that had non-repeating variables: 
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1  
2  
3  
4 7,0 
5  
6  
7  
8  
9 0 
10 0 
11 3,9 
12  
13 2 
14 3 
15  
16  
17 1 
18 1 
19 6,2,4 
20 7 
21 0 
22 0,3,5 
23 2 
24  
25  
26 3 
27  
28 6,4,3 
29 0 
30  
31 0 
32  
33 6 
34 3 
35  
36  
37  
38  
39  
40 0,2 
41 3,2 
42 1,4 
43 7,4,3 
44  
45 0,1,6 



46 2 
47 3 
48 2 
49 6 
50 4,6 
51  
52 4,2 
53  
54  
55  
56 0 
57 0 
58 4,9 
59 6 
60  
61  
62 5,9 
63 6 
64 0 
65 1 
66 6 (666 = satanic reference by code author) 
67  
68  
69 1 
70 0 
  
 
When the table was completed, I compiled only those line code sequences that had one 
variable in them, either a 0 or a 1. This gave me a new binary code string that the author 
of the code kept hidden away: 
 

0011000000110 
 

 
When translating that binary string to text, the following image appeared: 
 

 
 
 

When combined with the other IKLP binary text translations, we get: 
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OPORD concludes the final image translation from binary, absent the mirror string for 
the first sequence is: 
 

 
 
This is the face of IKLP from binary to text translation, linking the codes together in a 
remarkable way, or some other signature. 
 
* all photographs contained in this report are provided for non-commercial educational use only in accordance with US 
Copyright Law. 
 
 

 
IKLP Internet Posting Samples 

 
The following text forum messages were posted to the Internet by IKLP. The messages 
below do not cover every post made by IKLP, but are included in this report for their 
usefulness in deriving the solutions to the IKLP Long Code, the IKLP Short Code, and 
the final solutions to both codes. 
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IKLP ALWAYS USES:  
thou =YOU  
thee = ME (I)  
 
ZODIAC  
 
Posted: Wed Oct 05, 2005 3:30 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
You are jealous this I see. As was with my cousin Zodiac. You will never capture me. Fore it is I who does 
not lack.  
 
Posted: Fri Oct 21, 2005 3:36 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Green River was a bore. Zodiac but a little whore. I am the one to adore. I be the one you should never 
ignore.  
 
Posted: Sun May 07, 2006 10:18 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore in the end thou will find. Zodiac is an idol of mine.  
 
FreeBird  
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Posted: Wed May 17, 2006 5:11 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thou should not mock thee. Or Zodiac will be not a memory.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Thu May 18, 2006 2:05 pm Post subject: Fore if thou breaks the code with FreeBird inside  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore if thou breaks the code with FreeBird inside. Thee will tell thou where all others now hide. Thou is not 
very close. Not by photo of a boat. If thou asks why. Turn eyes to the sky. If thou is so slow. Thou will 
never know. Thou makes fun of thee if it will. Not laughs will stop thees amazing thrills. Zodiac had four 
but there were many more. Contact made from within the front door. Thous belief of her walk. Is basic 
stupid talk. Thou never leaves from within. No one witnesses thees sin. When of a state of no attention. It is 
how thee starts the detention. Travel in plain light. Right in thous sight. Thou never thinks twice. Thee 
appears so nice. If thou only knew. How much thee laughs at you. The most obvious of all alludes. Passes 
by right in front of you. Thou has so many wrong guesses. Thee listens learns and progresses. Thou who 
count not look for thee. Is why thou makes it easy to be free. A last note to thou stuck on a boat. Thee 
stands on another deck and simply gloats.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Thu May 18, 2006 7:47 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore Zodiac and thee are not one in the same. Thou watch what they say about Z and his fame. If thou 
believe Z has not always been free. Then thou is so wrong in what it believe. More than thou will ever 
know is Z count. Smarts without thou knowing is what Z is about.  
 
FreeBird  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
CODE  
 
Posted: Fri Oct 28, 2005 1:02 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore if you break the code. Then I will be forced to fold.  
 
Posted: Sun Oct 30, 2005 1:25 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore if you break the code. Then it is you who will know. 
 
2334-342-23-4-5456-824-00-6-19054334-06-3-454-334445-9943- 
99834511-94345=9953=986-555-666-9495-945422-07862- 
993233-=348842-865-999-=666-922166-49-45495-0096- 
3459-=99643+852343-9945-09923+=499388*4939/0045-29454-2- 
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09-003400-9345-+1195=44521-9835=99521=99544-594399094- 
99543295+99659=992344-9399339-672395-99334=9604=168- 
237=593-9634-678-1607-23456-4345=2005 
 
Fore now we will see. If you are as smart as me.  
 
Posted: Sun Nov 06, 2005 10:39 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore I am more intelligent than all. I laugh at who are unable to call. My code is so easy. Hurry up and get 
busy. Fore if you want to talk. My code holds the number you sought.  
 
Posted: Sun Nov 06, 2005 4:36 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore it is no phone. Direction you take is blown. Your only scam. Having the wrong man.  
 
-----------------------  
 
 
Posted: Tue Nov 08, 2005 11:49 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore if you who are smart enough to break the code. Then you to will know why I can not fold.  
 
Posted: Sun Nov 13, 2005 7:25 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thee who break ith thee code. Will be led to my humble la bode.  
 
Posted: Sun Mar 26, 2006 7:30 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore if thou is so smart to break the code. Thou will know all before the proof will erode.  
 
Posted: Mon May 01, 2006 3:59 pm Post subject: Answer to all thou asks  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore if thou know as thou do claim. Right outside Modesto thou will capture fame. If thou can break thee 
code. Soon everything it will know. Though if thou brain is so slow. Then never will thou ever know. Thee 
may return before the last. Thou can it guess thee next task.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Sun May 07, 2006 10:16 am Post subject: Re: Answer to all thou asks  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thee waited for thou to seek. Chance to find thee is so very bleak. Thee waited for thou to capture 
fame. Thous chance swirled down the drain. Thou unable to break the code. This be why thee is so bold. If 
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thous brain is stuck in a wrong mode. May be time for thous cards to fold. As this be may thee gives thou 
another chance. Is thou brave enough to take thees hand in the next dance. Thee gives to thou an easy clue 
among the words. Will thou hear the sound before anothers last are heard.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Thu May 18, 2006 2:05 pm Post subject: Fore if thou breaks the code with FreeBird inside  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore if thou breaks the code with FreeBird inside. Thee will tell thou where all others now hide. Thou is not 
very close. Not by photo of a boat. If thou asks why. Turn eyes to the sky. If thou is so slow. Thou will 
never know. Thou makes fun of thee if it will. Not laughs will stop thees amazing thrills. Zodiac had four 
but there were many more. Contact made from within the front door. Thous belief of her walk. Is basic 
stupid talk. Thou never leaves from within. No one witnesses thees sin. When of a state of no attention. It is 
how thee starts the detention. Travel in plain light. Right in thous sight. Thou never thinks twice. Thee 
appears so nice. If thou only knew. How much thee laughs at you. The most obvious of all alludes. Passes 
by right in front of you. Thou has so many wrong guesses. Thee listens learns and progresses. Thou who 
count not look for thee. Is why thou makes it easy to be free. A last note to thou stuck on a boat. Thee 
stands on another deck and simply gloats.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Mon May 29, 2006 2:01 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the code is old. Over 30 years it was once told. Should thou be as bright as sun light. Should not take 
thou long to get it right.  
 
FreeBird.  
 
Posted: Sun Aug 06, 2006 3:32 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore I say to thou. Learn the code to know all. It hides before thou in plain site. This is the only way thou 
will have a right. Thee gives no more. Look down as you approach the door.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Mon Jun 26, 2006 12:09 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thee says again. To both women and men. If thou open its eyes and look beyond the not found signs. 
Thee has already given thou a look to the fools minds. If thou are as smart as it is always ready to claim. It 
would have broken the code and doused thees hot flame. Thou it is clear you cannot get past what you see 
in the mirror. Look deep into the reflection and see what it is thou should fear.  
 
FreeBird  
 
MIRROR  
 
Posted: Sun Nov 06, 2005 10:53 am Post subject:  
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore if it is so very clear. Who do you see in the mirror.  
 
Posted: Fri Dec 09, 2005 12:29 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore in time it will be made all so very clear. The answer thou seeks is attached to the back of a mirror.  
 
Posted: Sat Dec 10, 2005 3:05 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
When thee looks straight into the fake glass mirror. Thou sees a reflection making it all very clear.  
 
Posted: Sun Jan 08, 2006 6:17 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the reflection thou seeks. Provides an answer which is bleak. Thou has seen thee in the mirror before. 
Reflected from the glass off the open door.  
 
Posted: Sun Mar 05, 2006 5:33 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the reflection thou seeks. Provides an answer which is bleak. Thou has seen thee in the mirror before. 
Reflected from the glass off the open door.  
 
Fore this past day from the bank thou could see. Upon thou reflection of she thee did pee.  
 
Posted: Sun Mar 05, 2006 5:39 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the jury is blind. Crazy out of thou mind. The wrong man they cry. Soon to go bye bye. Fore irony is 
clear. He dies as I laugh in the mirror.  
 
Posted: Mon Mar 27, 2006 12:05 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the riddle is clear. Find thee in the mirror. Thee will laugh last. In thee car thou past.  
 
Posted: Sun Apr 09, 2006 3:48 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thou only finds this what thee allows. Thee stands before a mirror to take a bow.  
 
Posted: Fri Apr 14, 2006 1:27 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore perfect crime is more than one. Only taken under the rising sun. It has been made clear. Thou unable 
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to see in the mirror. Clues given for thou led to the sea. Thou is so stupid not to catch me. Thee guilty walk 
the streets. Did thou see thee on tv in the seats. Right before thous eyes thee did appear. God Friday a good 
day to bring fear.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Mon Jun 26, 2006 12:09 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thee says again. To both women and men. If thou open its eyes and look beyond the not found signs. 
Thee has already given thou a look to the fools minds. If thou are as smart as it is always ready to claim. It 
would have broken the code and doused thees hot flame. Thou it is clear you cannot get past what you see 
in the mirror. Look deep into the reflection and see what it is thou should fear.  
 
FreeBird  
 
REFLECTION  
 
Posted: Sat Dec 10, 2005 3:05 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
When thee looks straight into the fake glass mirror. Thou sees a reflection making it all very clear.  
 
Posted: Sun Jan 08, 2006 6:17 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the reflection thou seeks. Provides an answer which is bleak. Thou has seen thee in the mirror before. 
Reflected from the glass off the open door.  
 
Posted: Sun Mar 05, 2006 5:33 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the reflection thou seeks. Provides an answer which is bleak. Thou has seen thee in the mirror before. 
Reflected from the glass off the open door.  
 
Fore this past day from the bank thou could see. Upon thou reflection of she thee did pee.  
 
 
Posted: Mon Jun 26, 2006 12:09 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thee says again. To both women and men. If thou open its eyes and look beyond the not found signs. 
Thee has already given thou a look to the fools minds. If thou are as smart as it is always ready to claim. It 
would have broken the code and doused thees hot flame. Thou it is clear you cannot get past what you see 
in the mirror. Look deep into the reflection and see what it is thou should fear.  
 
FreeBird  
 
CAVE  
 
Posted: Sat Dec 24, 2005 10:42 pm Post subject:  
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the game which thou plays. Open eyes in the dark of a cave.  
 
 
Posted: Fri Apr 14, 2006 1:13 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thees blood runs hot. Thou can not discover the plot. Time runs out for news of tomorrow. Good 
Friday from a life set to borrow. Thee three days as the bible would say. Thou will not rise on the third day. 
Find in a cave. One to not walk away.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Sun Apr 23, 2006 1:41 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore it is nice to see. Thou takes thee seriously. Fore this which thou has saved. Will keep thou from 
visiting thees cave.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Mon May 01, 2006 3:46 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thee cave you will never see. Thou to challenged to understand thee.  
 
FreeBird  
 
---------------------------------------  
 
TOMB  
 
Posted: Sun Apr 23, 2006 1:54 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thou ignores which it not understands. Thee swipes another with the other hand. Was it left or was it 
right. Choices are two is thou this bright. Down by the zoo. Where this turned blue. Deep is below the earth 
within a tomb. Will thou find this before the pending gloom.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Wed May 17, 2006 5:04 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore from within the tomb where none are never found. Thou will never smell what not comes up from the 
ground.  
 
FreeBird  
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TIME/CLOCK  
 
Posted: Sat Oct 01, 2005 12:57 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Tick tock is the sound from the wall as the needle moves closer to Scott's vein.  
 
Posted: Wed Oct 05, 2005 3:12 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
No clock on the wall. But watch you do not fall.  
 
Posted: Tue Oct 11, 2005 7:32 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Tick tock as goes the clock. Fore it is time to slaughter another sheep in the flock.  
 
Posted: Tue Oct 11, 2005 7:02 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore you spend your time to mock. While the clock goes tick tock.  
 
Posted: Sun Oct 30, 2005 1:14 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Back turns the clock. An hour more before off the dock.  
 
Posted: Wed Apr 12, 2006 8:31 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore the clock has ticked. Now another thee is with. Hours for now only remain. Who is next to be framed.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Mon May 01, 2006 3:41 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore no cult attached to thee. Thou eyes closed unable to see. Thou not understand the clock and time. 
Careful to find the one thee makes mine. Thou will only be free. As long as thee you never see.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Wed May 17, 2006 4:44 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore as thee awaits throughout the day for thou to apologize. The clock tics slow for thou who may die 
where they do lie.  
 



FreeBird  
 
Posted: Sun Aug 06, 2006 3:24 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore thee laughs at thou. Stand and take a bow. Thou not know when I arrive. Thou not know who is alive. 
Down by the dock. Look up at the clock. Thou find the time. Thee then shows the sign.  
 
FreeBird  
 
And here a cupple of other interesting posts of IKLP I found when I looked for Zodiac, Code, Mirror, 
Reflection, Cave, Tomb ect, there are MANY MANY more interesting posts.  
 
Posted: Sun May 07, 2006 10:32 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore John Wayne Gacy junior was such a fool. Buried beneath ones feet thou should never do. When the 
cops come a knocking. They leave thee to do the mocking. Thou will not find the answer in one place. The 
key to discovery is which way they face.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Mon May 01, 2006 3:41 pm Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Fore no cult attached to thee. Thou eyes closed unable to see. Thou not understand the clock and time. 
Careful to find the one thee makes mine. Thou will only be free. As long as thee you never see.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Sun May 07, 2006 11:29 am Post subject: Fore when thou falls on thy knees before thee.  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Thee will learn more than it will ever need. All those who number two hundred or more. Apologize now to 
thee it will open the door. Thou all show thee the respect fore it is deserved. From thee thou will say the 
words you need to be heard. Thee will give thou a location where thou can find more. So close to an 
entrance in front of a door. Fore this to occur all two hundred apologize to thee. It is then what you seek 
you will finally see. Thou to be forewarned this day before you respond to thee. Any negatives said or 
directed to thee all the answers will flee.  
 
FreeBird  
 
Posted: Sun Oct 02, 2005 11:13 am Post subject:  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
Until thou papers recognize me. You shall not sleep with ease. 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
* Special thanks to TheForeigner for compiling the IKLP Internet posts for this report. 
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